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Background and Previous Work
● Computer Mediated Communication ○ a cornerstone of human communication in the 21st century
○ Messaging services like SMS have largely been left behind
■ by apps like WhatsApp, Signal, Telegram and Messenger owing to
● ease of usage and quasi-synchronous communication
● A large number of features
○ Some of which also improve emotional expressiveness
○ Research on computer mediated communication includes
■ exploring different aspects of communication
● including emotional expression[1]
○ However, analysis of WhatsApp messages ■ Limited to mostly-monolingual settings[2,3,4], or
■ Data collected when its usage was not as widespread / some new
features were lacking[5]

Data Collection and De-identiﬁcation
● Data Collection and Security -
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What’s Next, Switzerland?

● Detecting emotions and how they are expressed ○ Use citizen science to label the data
○ Use multilingual NLP models, both deep and shallow
■ To make use of the complete chat collection
■ to improve performance on low-resource languages namely,
● Swiss-German (dialects)[6]
● Romansh (dialects)[7]
○ Compare it with the existing What’s Up Switzerland dataset[5]
■ Detect how CMC (wrt WhatsApp) and emotion expression via it has
changed in Switzerland over time
○ Compare how CMC in in a multilingual setting like Switzerland varies
across different
■ Linguistic regions in Switzerland
■ Age groups
■ Education Level
■ Nature of relationships between the chat participants
● Future ○ The dataset also serves to allow for a wider study across different CMC
platforms in future
○ Corpus for low-resource languages (Swiss-German and Romansh)

○ Chats collected via an online platform (https://whatsnew-switzerland.ch/)
○ Full-fledged website support in 4 languages
■ German, French, English and Italian
■ Limited support in Romansh

Contribute / Spread the word

○ Chats can be in any language
■ Other languages will be used if enough data is obtained
○ Donors or other members of the chat can refuse/revoke their consent
anytime as well as delete the chat
○ Chats are encrypted once stored in our system
○ Prize draw every week to incentivize chat donation across Switzerland
■ Gift vouchers to be won every week
● De-identiﬁcation ○ Names ■ First names changed to a pseudonym from a large list of first names
■ Last names removed completely and replaced by a placeholder
○ Sequences with multiple digits like mobile numbers and bank accounts
or other sequences like email-IDs also replaced by a placeholder
○ Donors and other chat members can also list other words to be
anonymized, e.g., names of small villages, rare diseases
○ Original chats are irreversibly destroyed after the de-identification
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